
 
Position Name:    Stores In-charge 
Department:     Logistics 
Grade:                  Asst. Manager/Manager 
Vacancy:     1 
Qualification:     Engineer / Diploma  
Experience:     08-10 years of experience. 
Location:     Aurangabad 
Reporting to:     Section Head 
 
Position Requirement: 
 

 Approve decision for Logistics affair 

 Approve leaves of operators and recommend leave of staff 

 Authorized to propose changes in Warehouse 
 
Purpose of Position: 
 

1. Achieve production Targets for Engines in Hall D from logistics prospective  
2. Quality and quantity of parts supplies for Engines in Hall D 
3. Productivity and optimization for Engines in Hall B 
4. Minimize the rejection and handling damages in Engine parts in Hall D. 
5. IR and HR issues for Hall D logistics operators 
6. Warehouse management for production of Engines in Hall D. 
7. Implement and maintain policies, procedures for warehouse Management. 
8. Non-hazardous Scrap disposals. 
9. Execute Unloading of Parts containers & local vehicles with parts. 
10. Emphasize & coordinates discrepancies, damages at incoming  
11. Informing teams at the beginning of the shift on the events of M100 plan , unloading plan as well as 

about objective of the day 
Tasks: 
 

1. Manages and guide team members for proper warehouse management activities like unloading, Store 
and Line feeding for support of production and Approves allocation of manpower and holidays. 

2. Achieve production targets from logistics prospective as per PPA plan for models in Hall D. 
3. Coordinates with material planning to plan container requirement for unloading ensuring no container 

pending for unloading & detention at SAIPL. 
4. Responsible for unloading of containers and smooth material flow inside WH for storage of parts. 
5. Maintain  quality standards  as per group guide line for Logistics Hall D models 
6. Motivate & guides operators for process and productivity improvement, through implementation of 

best practices like, KAIZENS through continual improvement and for implementation of new logistic 
concepts KANBAN, WK4, SAP. 

7. Control the High value/volume parts Inventory status for better utilization of stores areas. 
8. Evaluate process and quality Audits for logistics concern and sets down methodic action plan for 

improvement 
9. Coordinates with supporting departments to achieve time plan for new launches for its execution 
10. Maintain healthy relation with labor union 
11. Create competitive atmosphere in Hall D by  mean of 5S , KAIZEN , safety awareness , MHE 

maintenance and handling 
12. Plan training of staff and operator for personal development as per SAP,WK4 , presentation skill 
13. Maintain  quality standard documents for VDA 6.3  and IMS 
14. Monitor and maintain safety work atmosphere at workplace and ensure to Minimize material handling 

rejection cost 
15. Recommends leaves for staff and approve leaves of operators. 
16. Manages EMS QMS and Safety internal audits 
17. Controls & verifies issue of part to production in order to maintain FIFO and Ageing of parts. 
18. Evaluates systematically and approves corrective actions to control the down time in production due 

to delay supplies of materials. 


